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Troubleshooting Guide

This Troubleshooting guide is supplementary to, and must be used in conjunction with, 
the Instructions for Use, Installation & Servicing supplied with the appliance.

The booklet provides a range of solutions to some of the problems that are 
experienced with Wood & Multi-fuel appliances. However, as each appliance and 

installation is different, it is not possible to provide solutions to every problem and a 
suitably competent person may be required to inspect the issue in person.

If the problem persists, please contact: 

Stovax Technical Customer Services
Tel: (01392) 261950
Fax: (01392) 261951
Email: technicalservices@gazco.com
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Troubleshooting 1: Door Glass Blackening

WHAT FUEL TYPE IS BEING BURNT?

What fuel type is being burnt?Area of glass effected?

WOOD SOLID MINERAL FUEL

Small Area Large Area

Possible Solution 1

Do not burn construction timber, painted, 
impregnated/ treated wood, manufactured 

board products or pallet wood. 
Construction timber may have been 

treated with chemicals which can produce 
toxic smoke. 

Burn only good quality wood fuel.
Refer to the User Instructions for 
information on recommended and 

approved fuels.

Possible Solution 1

When lighting the fire it is important to get 
the appliance very hot in order to get the 
chimney working properly, which in turn 

makes the Airwash work effectively. 
Also see Troubleshooting 6,  
‘ Difficulty Starting the Fire’.

Refer to the Users Instructions for 
information on Lighting the Appliance. 

Possible Solution 1

Avoid shutting the Airwash completely.  
To clean the door glass open the Airwash 

control fully for about 15 minutes. 
If the Airwash control is shut to reduce 
the heat output the door glass will not 

stay clean. 
Also see Troubleshooting 8,  
‘Cleaning the Door Glass.’

Possible Solution 1

Refer to the User Instructions for the 
recommended log size/ layout. 

Leave enough clearance so that the 
flames do not touch the door glass.

Possible Solution 2

Refer to the User Instructions for the 
recommended amount of fuel to be added 

when refueling. 
Too much fuel can result in flames  

touching the door glass.

Possible Solution 2

Refer to the Users Instructions on how to 
correctly use the air controls, identify the 
Airwash control and the recommended 
settings to keep the door glass clean 

during use. 

Possible Solution 2

Burn only seasoned timber with a 
moisture content of less than 20% 
(measured with a moisture meter).  

To ensure this allow cut wood to dry for 
12 to 18 months.

Always check the moisture content of 
wood to be burnt.

Wood fuel with a moisture content above 
20% wastes most of the heat generated 

boiling the water in the wood.  
Wood that burns cold burns slowly and 
produces smoke which can make the 

appliance glass blacken. 
Refer to the Users Instructions for 

recommended fuels. 

Possible Solution 3

The problem could be that the chimney is 
not producing enough draw. 

The appliance relies on a good draw to 
make the Airwash work effectively. 

Also see Troubleshooting 10  
‘Poor Chimney Performance’

Bituminous Coal Smokeless Fuel

Possible Solution 1

Burn only anthracite or manufactured 
briquette smokeless fuels listed as 
suitable for use with closed heating 

appliances. This should produce a less 
smoky fire and keep the glass cleaner 

during use.

Possible Solution 1

To burn solid mineral fuel efficiently it is 
recommended to control the burn rate 

using the Primary Air control only.
However, a small amount of Airwash can 
sometimes help to keep the glass clean 

but will reduce efficiency. 
See User Instructions for information on 

Running the Appliance.

Possible Solution 2

When lighting the appliance make sure 
that all the air controls are fully open to 
quickly establish a hot firebox and heat 
the body of the appliance. This should 

reduce smoke build up on the door glass.
Close the air controls when the fire  

has established. 
See the User Instructions for information  

on Running the Appliance.
Also see Troubleshooting 6,  
‘Difficulty Starting the Fire’.

Possible Solution 3

Check that ash is being regularly 
removed from the appliance as specified 

in the User Instructions.
A build up of ash will prevent the fuel  

from burning cleanly.

Possible Solution 2

Check that ash is being regularly 
removed from the appliance as specified 

in the User Instructions.
A build up of ash will prevent the fuel  

from burning cleanly.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The ends of the logs may be positioned 
too close to the inside of the door glass.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

There may not be enough Airwash to 
keep the door glass clean.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Poor quality wood can react erratically 
and prevent the fire from burning cleanly.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Bituminous Coal is not an approved fuel 
and is not recommended for use in 

Stovax appliances.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The temperature of the appliance may not 
have reached the level necessary to keep 

the door glass clean. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Not enough Airwash to keep the keep the 
door glass clean.
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Troubleshooting 2: Extended/ Overnight Burning

IS THE REQUIREMENT FOR OVERNIGHT BURNING OR A LONGER BURN TIME?

What fuel type is being burnt?

OVERNIGHT BURNING LONGER BURN TIME

Possible Solution 1

Appliances which ‘shut down’ can produce high levels of 
emissions which are potentially dangerous and bad for the 

environment, however a longer burn period is possible. 
See ‘Longer Burn Time’ section.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Stovax appliances are not designed or tested to be capable of 
overnight burning. WOOD SOLID MINERAL FUEL

Possible Solution 1

It is possible to get the appliance to burn for a longer  
period of time. 

- Refuel with the maximum allowed fuel load. 
- Burn the new fuel at a high temperature for a few minutes 

before closing the Primary Air control and adjusting the Airwash 
control to the low combustion settings,

This running condition will gradually blacken the glass but will 
clear when the air controls are operated at a high temperature 

for a short period.

Possible Solution 1

It is possible to get the appliance to burn for a longer  
period of time. 

- De-ash prior to refueling.
- Burn the new fuel at a high temperature for a few minutes 

before adjusting the Primary Air control.
- Set air controls to low combustion settings. 

This running condition will gradually blacken the glass but will 
clear when the air controls are operated at a high temperature 

for a short period.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEMMOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Wood fuel is more difficult to get to burn for a longer period of 
time than Solid Mineral Fuel. 
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Troubleshooting 3: Smoke Spilling into the Room

HOW OFTEN DOES THIS OCCUR?

When does the spillage occur?When does the spillage occur?

Occasionally Most times the appliance is used

Only when lighting the appliance When lighting and refueling the appliance Constantly  
(even with the appliance door shut)

Possible Solution 1

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. 
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 

Possible Solution 1

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. 
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 

Possible Solution 1

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. The sweep may be able 
to provide expert comment on the 

installation.
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 

Possible Solution 1

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. The sweep may be able 
to provide expert comment on the 

installation.
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 

Possible Solution 1

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. 
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 

Possible Solution 1

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. 
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

This sounds quite common and indicates 
that the chimney needs to warm up 

before it starts working properly.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Occasional spillage is ok, but may 
indicate that the chimney is only just 
capable of providing the necessary 

minimum draw. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

WARNING: This not ok and indicates a 
problem that must be rectified before 

continuing to use the appliance. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

This is ok, but may indicate that the 
chimney is only just capable of providing 

the necessary minimum draw.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

This is not ok and indicates that the 
chimney may not be providing the 

necessary minimum draw or there may 
not be sufficient ventilation in the room. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

WARNING: This not ok and indicates a 
problem that must be rectified before 

continuing to use the appliance. 

Possible Solution 2

Ways to improve this situation:
Check that the room is ventilated before 

lighting the appliance.
If the appliance requires permanent 

ventilation (See Installation Instructions) 
check that it is unobstructed. 

Open a window or door slightly as the 
chimney warms ups.

Turn off any extractors in adjacent rooms, 
eg cooker hoods. 

Possible Solution 2

Ways to improve this situation:
Check that the room is ventilated before 

lighting the appliance.
If the appliance requires permanent 

ventilation (See Installation Instructions) 
check that it is unobstructed. 

Open a window or door slightly as the 
chimney warms ups.

Turn off any extractors in adjacent rooms, 
eg cooker hoods.

Possible Solution 2

Ways to improve this situation:
Check that the room is adequately ventilated. 

If the appliance requires permanent 
ventilation (See Installation Instructions) 

check that it is unobstructed. 
Open a window or door slightly as the 

chimney warms ups.
Turn off any extractors in adjacent rooms,  

eg cooker hoods.
If this improves the situation then additional 

ventilation may be needed in the room. 

Possible Solution 2

Ways to improve this situation:
Check that the room is adequately ventilated. 

If the appliance requires permanent 
ventilation (See Installation Instructions) 

check that it is unobstructed. 
Open a window or door slightly as the 

chimney warms ups.
Turn off any extractors in adjacent rooms,  

eg cooker hoods.
If this improves the situation then additional 

ventilation may be needed in the room.

Possible Solution 2

Contact a suitably qualified engineer  
to check that the chimney and the  

ventilation is adequate and suitable  
for the appliance.

Possible Solution 2

Contact a suitably qualified engineer  
to check that the chimney and the  

ventilation is adequate and suitable  
for the appliance.

Possible Solution 3

In addition to Solution 2:
Ensure that the chimney is being warmed 

quickly by using loosely scrunched up paper 
and plenty of dry kindling wood to get the 

heat into the chimney. Leave the appliance 
door slightly open as the fire establishes to 

help to get the chimney drawing. 
Also see Troubleshooting 7,  
‘Difficulty Starting the Fire’.

Possible Solution 3

In addition to Solution 2:
Ensure that the chimney is being warmed 

quickly by using loosely scrunched up paper 
and plenty of dry kindling wood to get the 

heat into the chimney. Leave the appliance 
door slightly open as the fire establishes to 

help to get the chimney drawing. 
Also see Troubleshooting 7,  
‘Difficulty Starting the Fire’.

Possible Solution 3

Do not open the appliance door too 
quickly during refueling.

Crack the appliance door open slightly to 
allow the pressures to equalise before 

opening fully to refuel.
Opening the door too quickly or when a 
large amount of flames are in the firebox 
can cause smoke or flames to spill into 

the room.

Possible Solution 3

Do not open the appliance door too 
quickly during refueling.

Crack the appliance door open slightly to 
allow the pressures to equalise before 

opening fully to refuel.
Opening the door too quickly or when a 
large amount of flames are in the firebox 
can cause smoke or flames to spill into 

the room.

Possible Solution 3

Check that the internal parts of the 
appliance have been fitted properly,  

eg. baffles and firebricks.  
See Servicing Instructions.

Possible Solution 3

Check that all internal parts of the 
appliance have been fitted properly,  

eg. baffles and firebricks.  
See Servicing Instructions. 

When lighting and refueling the applianceOnly when lighting the appliance Constantly
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Troubleshooting 4: Inadequate Heat Output

IS THE APPLIANCE AN INSET OR FREESTANDING?

Is the appliance fitted inside an inglenook or fireplace recess?Is the appliance fitted with a Duct kit?

INSET FREESTANDING

Yes YesNo No

Possible Solution 1

When lighting the fire it is important to get the appliance very 
hot and to establish a glowing fuel bed before adding new fuel.  

This enables new fuel to start burning straight away. 
Also see Troubleshooting 6, ‘Difficulty Starting the Fire’.

Refer to the Users Instructions for information on  
Lighting the Appliance.

Possible Solution 1

There should not be a large void above the appliance where 
heat can get trapped stopping it getting into the room. 

An additional closure plate fitted just inside the recess can 
improve this situation by ensuring that the convected heat 

enters the room more easily.

Possible Solution 1

When lighting the fire it is important to get the appliance very 
hot and to establish a glowing fuel bed before adding new fuel.  

This enables new fuel to start burning straight away. 
Also see Troubleshooting 6, ‘Difficulty Starting the Fire’.

Refer to the Users Instructions for information on  
Lighting the Appliance.

Possible Solution 1

Seal off the outlets to the ducts and see if the heat into the 
room where the appliance is installed increases.

The draw into the other rooms could be too strong and  
needs to be restricted.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Not enough fuel is being burnt quickly enough to generate the 
designed heat output.

An appliance fitted with a Duct kit can lose a proportion of its 
heat output into the room which the duct leads. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Not enough fuel is being burnt quickly enough to generate the 
designed heat output.

An appliance fitted into a fireplace recess can lose heat up 
inside the recess or can have heat trapped inside the recess.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Not enough fuel is being burnt quickly enough to generate the 
designed heat output.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Not enough fuel is being burnt quickly enough to generate the 
designed heat output.

Possible Solution 2

Refuel with the maximum allowed fuel load.
Burn the new fuel at a high temperature for a few minutes with 
the air controls fully open before closing the air controls to the 

high combustion settings.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on  

Running the Appliance. 

Possible Solution 2

Any gaps around the edge of the closure plate or around the 
chimney where it passes through the closure plate will suck up 
heat which collects in the fireplace recess and will be lost inside 

the chimney cavity.
Seal all these areas with either a suitable high temperature 

silicone (cool areas only) or fire cement (around the hot flue pipe).

Possible Solution 2

Refuel with the maximum allowed fuel load.
Burn the new fuel at a high temperature for a few minutes with 
the air controls fully open before closing the air controls to the 

high combustion settings.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on  

Running the Appliance.

Possible Solution 4

Check that ash is being regularly removed from the appliance as 
specified in the User Instructions.

A build up of ash can slow down the rate at which the fuel burns.

Possible Solution 4

Check that ash is being regularly removed from the appliance as 
specified in the User Instructions.

A build up of ash can slow down the rate at which the fuel burns.

Possible Solution 3

Burn only seasoned timber with a moisture content of less than 
20% (measured with a moisture meter). 

Always check the moisture content of wood to be burnt.
Wood fuel with a moisture content above 20% wastes most of 

the heat generated boiling the water in the wood.  
Wet wood burns cold and slowly.

Refer to the Users Instructions for recommended fuels. 

Possible Solution 3

Burn only seasoned timber with a moisture content of less than 
20% (measured with a moisture meter). 

Always check the moisture content of wood to be burnt.
Wood fuel with a moisture content above 20% wastes most of 

the heat generated boiling the water in the wood.  
Wet wood burns cold and slowly.

Refer to the Users Instructions for recommended fuels.

Additional Solutions

Many of the problems that effect an appliance fitted with a duct 
kit can be caused by the same issues effecting those without.

Consider the solutions suggested under the ‘No’ column before 
contacting your Stovax Retailer.

Additional Solutions

Many of the problems that effect an appliance fitted in an 
Inglenook or recessed fireplace can be caused by the same 

issues effecting freestanding installations.
Consider the solutions suggested under the ‘No’ column before 

contacting your Stovax Retailer.
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Troubleshooting 5: Excessive Heat Output

Ensure that all the air controls are being operated correctly as described in the User Instructions. Does the appliance respond to the operation of the air controls? 
IS THERE A NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHEN THE AIR CONTROLS ARE FULLY OPEN OR FULLY CLOSED?

When refueling ensure that the recommended fuels and correct 
quantities are being used, as described in the User Instructions.

Is the correct amount of fuel being used?

Go to Troubleshooting 7, ‘Difficulty controlling the fire’.

Yes

Yes

No or Don’t Know

No

 

Possible Solution 1

Ensure that the correct amount of fuel is used during refueling.
The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 

burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 
are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 

Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 
Running the Appliance.

 

Possible Solution 1

Check the size of the appliance (heat output) against the 
volume of the room in which it is fitted. 

Consider the build quality of the house; a modern construction 
house will be more insulated and will therefore require a smaller 

appliance than an older construction building.

 

Possible Solution 2

The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 
burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 

are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 
Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 

Running the Appliance.

 

Possible Solution 3

The chimney pull may be too strong. 
The chimney pull can be checked by the installer to  

ensure that it does not exceed the maximum stated in  
the Installation Instructions.

Chimney pull can change temporarily due to high wind  
speeds in stormy weather. 

Chimney pull can be reduced by fitting a suitable cowl or a 
draught stabiliser.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The appliance may be too big for the room in which it is fitted 
or the fuel is burning too fast.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Too much fuel may be being burnt.

Possible Solution 2

The size of the fuel being burnt could be too small. 
Larger pieces of fuel will burn slower than small pieces.

Possible Solution 3

Go to Troubleshooting 7, ‘Difficulty Controlling the Fire’.
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Troubleshooting 6: Difficulty Starting the Fire

Ensure that the fire is being lit correctly as described in the User Instructions.
IS THIS THE PROBLEM?

After a good fire has been established, does the fire slow immediately when the door is shut?

Yes

No

No

 

Possible Solution 1

Ensure that the correct size fuel is used. 
Small pieces will light quicker.

Large pieces will take longer to light and may smother the fire.

 

Possible Solution 1

Ensure that the fire is being lit correctly using paper and/ or 
firelighters and plenty of kindling up to larger pieces of wood 

until a good fire is established. 
Refer to Users Instructions for information on  

Lighting the Appliance.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

There may be insufficient heat being generated quickly enough 
to get the chimney working. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Too much fuel may be being added onto a new firebed.

Yes

 

Possible Solution 1

The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 
burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 

are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 
Leaving the appliance door slightly open may help, but make 

sure that the door is closed when the fire has established.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 

Running the Appliance.

 

Possible Solution 2

There may be not be enough flue pull, due to: 
inadequate Chimney height and/ or Chimney size  

and/or ventilation.
Try opening a door or window to the outside until the fire  

has established properly. 
Also see Troubleshooting 3,  

‘Smoke Spilling into the Room’.

 

Possible Solution 3

There may be not be enough flue pull, due to inadequate 
Chimney height and/ or Chimney size and/or ventilation.
Try opening a door or window to the outside until the fire  

has established properly. 
Also see Troubleshooting 3,  

‘Smoke Spilling into the Room’.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

There may be insufficient air being drawn into the appliance  
to maintain combustion.

 

Possible Solution 2

The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 
burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 

are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 
Leaving the appliance door slightly open may help, but make 

sure that the door is closed when the fire has established.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 

Running the Appliance.
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Troubleshooting 7: Difficulty Controlling the Fire

Ensure that all the air controls are being operated correctly as described in the User Instructions. Does the appliance respond to the operation of the air controls? 
IS THERE A NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHEN THE AIR CONTROLS ARE FULLY OPEN OR FULLY CLOSED?

Does the fire burn vigorously or sluggishly the majority of the time? 

Yes

Sluggishly

No

 

Possible Solution 1

The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 
burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 

are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 
Leaving the appliance door slightly open may help, but make 

sure that the door is closed when the fire has established.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 

Running the Appliance.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM
This seems to be normal. 

Further information is needed as to why it is thought that the 
appliance is not controllable. 

This may lead to one of the other Troubleshooting sections.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

There may be insufficient air being drawn into the appliance to 
maintain combustion.

Vigorously

 

Possible Solution 1

The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 
burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 

are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 
Leaving the appliance door slightly open may help, but make 

sure that the door is closed when the fire has established.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 

Running the Appliance.

 

Possible Solution 1

The Running of the Appliance varies depending on the fuel 
burnt (Wood/ Solid Mineral Fuel). Ensure that all the air controls 

are being operated correctly for the type of fuel. 
Leaving the appliance door slightly open may help, but make 

sure that the door is closed when the fire has established.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on Lighting and 

Running the Appliance.

 

Possible Solution 2

Check the condition of the door rope seal. If it has become worn 
or loose then additional air may be entering the fire. 

When the door is shut on a piece of paper, there should be 
resistance when pulling the paper through the seal. 
If necessary, replace the door seal and recheck the  

performance using the paper test. 

 

Possible Solution 3

The chimney pull may be too strong. 
The chimney pull can be checked by the installer to ensure  

that it does not exceed the maximum stated in the  
Installation Instructions.

Chimney pull can change temporarily due to high wind  
speeds in stormy weather. 

Chimney pull can be reduced by fitting a suitable cowl or a 
draught stabiliser.

 

Possible Solution 2

There may be not be enough flue pull, due to inadequate 
Chimney height and/ or Chimney size and/or ventilation.
Try opening a door or window to the outside until the fire  

has established properly. 
Also see Troubleshooting 3,  

‘Smoke Spilling into the Room’.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

There may be too much air being drawn into the appliance 
making it burn too fast. 
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Troubleshooting 8: Cleaning Door Glass

WHAT SORT OF MARKS ARE TO BE REMOVED?

Is the glass plain or printed with a black border and logo?What fuel type is being burnt?

White Marks/ Haze Day to Day Grime Stubborn Black Marks

Wood Plain GlassSolid Mineral Fuel Printed Glass

Possible Solution 1

This can be removed using readily available dry 
glass cleaner which has a mild abrasive one side 

and a sponge on the other. 
If the fuel used is producing a lot of this white 
deposit it is recommended to clean the glass 

regularly to prevent build up.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on  

Cleaning Glass.

Possible Solution 1

Using a small amount of Airwash can slow down 
the build up of the sulphur deposits on the glass by 

preventing the deposits from reaching the glass. 

Possible Solution 1

Stubborn black marks can be removed  
by running the appliance with full Airwash for  

30 minutes to an hour.

Possible Solution 1

Day to day grime can be cleaned off the glass 
using a piece of scrunched up newspaper dipped 

first in some water and then in the ashes. Wipe this 
over the glass to remove the marks then dry with a 
dry piece of newspaper and polish to a clear finish. 

Possible Solution 1

Stubborn black marks can be removed  
by running the appliance with full Airwash for  

30 minutes to an hour.

Possible Solution 2

With stubborn stains persist with the dry glass 
cleaner until the marks have been removed.

Possible Solution 3

With stubborn stains persist with the dry glass 
cleaner until the marks have been removed.

Possible Solution 3

On plain glass stubborn marks can be removed 
using Stovax gel cleaner. 

Refer to Users Instructions for information on  
Cleaning Glass.

Possible Solution 3

Plain glass only: Stubborn marks can be removed 
using Stovax gel cleaner. 

Refer to Users Instructions for information on  
Cleaning Glass.

Possible Solution 3

For all glass types use Stovax spray cleaner or 
another Ph neutral glass cleaner.

Refer to Users Instructions for information on  
Cleaning Glass.

Possible Solution 2

To clean plain glass use Stovax spray cleaner. 
Refer to Users Instructions for information on  

Cleaning Glass.

Possible Solution 2

For all glass types use Stovax spray cleaner or 
another Ph neutral glass cleaner.

Refer to Users Instructions for information on  
Cleaning Glass.

Possible Solution 2

On appliances with printed glass do not use 
cleaning agents that have a high alkaline or acid 

content, for example Stovax gel cleaner.
Use of these types of cleaner can damage the 

printing and in some case remove it. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Wood is mainly made up of carbon and cellulose 
and when burnt it produces heat, CO2 and water 

vapor. In addition it can also make Calcium 
Carbonate and Calcium Oxide which can build up 
on the glass. The amount varies depending on the 

composition of the wood used.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Fossil fuels can produce sulphur byproducts during 
the combustion process, which vary depending on 

the fuel burnt. These byproducts can deposit on the 
glass and should be removed regularly. If the 

deposits are allowed to build up, it can result in 
‘micro crazing’ of the glass. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

It is normal to need to regularly clean the inside of 
the glass panel to remove fine debris and fly ash. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The appliance may be being run too cold. 
Burn good quality fuel at a high temperature to 

keep the glass clean.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The appliance may be being run too cold. 
Burn good quality fuel at a high temperature to 

keep the glass clean. 

Possible Solution 1

This can be removed using readily available dry 
glass cleaner which has a mild abrasive one side 

and a sponge on the other. 
If the fuel used is producing a lot of this white 
deposit it is recommended to clean the glass 

regularly to prevent build up.
Refer to Users Instructions for information on  

Cleaning Glass.
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Troubleshooting 9: Boiler Appliance not Producing enough Heat

IS IT A CLIP-IN BOILER OR HIGH OUTPUT BOILER?

Is the problem: Inadequate heat in the room or in the radiators?

Clip-In Boiler High Output Boiler

Room Radiators Radiators Room

Possible Solution 1

There may not be enough fuel being burnt quickly enough to generate the designed heat output.  
See Troubleshooting 4, ‘Inadequate Heat Output’.

Possible Solution 3

Check that the boiler is the correct size to run the number and size of radiators on the heating circuit.
If the correct amount of fuel is being burnt quickly enough, try turning some of the radiators off until they start getting warm.  

This could indicate that there are too many radiators on the heating circuit.

Possible Solution 6

If it is just the top of the radiator not getting hot, check that there is not a build up of air in the radiators. Check each radiator using a bleed key. 
If it is the bottom of the radiator not getting hot, then there may be a build up of sludge in the bottom of the radiator. Contact the installer to 

remove the radiator and flush the system.

Possible Solution 2

If a thermostat is fitted to the High Output Boiler check that is operating correctly. 
Check that the appliance responds to changes in the thermostat control. Try running the appliance at a higher setting on the thermostat.

Possible Solution 5

Check that the pump is operating correctly and that all the heating controls are calling for heat.

Possible Solution 4

Check that the heating circuit has a low limit thermostat fitted to the return feed. If this is not fitted then the appliance will take much 
longer to get up to temperature. 

Possible Solution 7

Contact the original installer to assess the installation and to ensure that all the parts of the system are functioning correctly.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

A Clip-In boiler does not drastically reduce the heat output to 
the room and the problem lies elsewhere. 

See Troubleshooting 4,  
‘Inadequate Heat Output’.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

A High Output Boiler is designed to extract the maximum 
amount of heat from the appliance for use in heating the water 

in the radiators.
Approximately 70% of the heat goes to water and 30% to the 

room that appliance is fitted.
See Troubleshooting 4,  

‘Inadequate Heat Output’.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Not enough fuel is being burnt quickly enough to generate the designed heat output or the radiator circuit has a technical problem.
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Troubleshooting 10: Poor Chimney Performance

WHAT PROBLEM IS BEING EXPERIENCED?     

See Troubleshooting 1

YES 
If after following the relevant section(s) above the problem has not been resolved, please follow the appropriate section below.

NO
Please refer to the relevant Troubleshooting Section  

for possible solutions.

See Troubleshooting 2 See Troubleshooting 3 See Troubleshooting 4 See Troubleshooting 5 See Troubleshooting 6 See Troubleshooting 7 See Troubleshooting 9

1. Door Glass Blackening 2. Extended/  
Overnight Burning 4. Inadequate Heat Output 6. Difficulty  

Starting the Fire
9. Boiler Appliance not 
Producing enough Heat

3. Smoke Spilling into  
the Room 5. Excessive Heat Output 7. Difficulty Controlling  

the Fire Other

HAS THE RELEVANT TROUBLESHOOTING SECTION ABOVE BEEN FOLLOWED?

Possible Solution 1

Contact Stovax Technical 
Customer Services  
for technical advise.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Insufficient draw produced by the 
chimney.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Too much draw from the chimney.

Problem Experienced

1. Glass Blackening
3. Smoke Spilling into the Room
4. Inadequate Heat
6. Difficulty Starting the Fire
9. Boiler Appliance not Producing  
    enough Heat

Problem Experienced

2. Extended/ Overnight Burning
5. Excessive Heat Output
7. Difficulty Controlling the Fire

Possible Solution 2

Insufficient Ventilation

Check that the room is adequately 
ventilated.

If the appliance requires permanent 
ventilation (see Installation Instructions) 

check that it is unobstructed. 
Open a window or door slightly.

Turn off any extractors in adjacent 
rooms, eg cooker hoods.

If this improves the situation then additional 
ventilation may be needed in the room.

Possible Solution 2

Chimney too tall

The chimney may be too tall. 
Chimney pull can be reduced by fitting a 

suitable cowl or a draught stabliser.

Possible Solution 3

Inadequate Chimney

The chimney may be too short. 
There may be too many bends in  

the flue system.
Contact the installer for advise on  

the specific installation.

Possible Solution 3

Chimney diameter too large

The cross sectional area of the chimney 
may be too big. 

Chimney pull can be reduced by fitting a 
suitable cowl or draught stabliser or by 

installing a smaller diameter, which  
can be achieved by fitting a flexible flue 

liner inside the existing chimney.

Possible Solution 4

Termination

The flue terminal position may by in a 
‘high pressure zone’.  

This is a zone of higher pressure  
when compared to the inside of the 
house and causes down draughts  

or reduces the pull. 
It can be caused by adjacent buildings, 

roof structures or surrounding trees  
and hills. 

Contact a chimney specialist for advise.

Possible Solution 1

Insufficient Servicing

Check that the chimney has been swept 
in the last 12 months by a qualified 

chimney sweep. 
Refer to User Instructions for information 

on Chimney Sweeping.
Check that there is a CO alarm that is 
properly fitted and working in the same 

room as the appliance. 
Refer to Installation Instructions for 

information on CO alarms.

Possible Solution 1

To much flue draught

The chimney pull can be checked by  
the installer to ensure that it does not 

exceed the maximum stated in the 
Installation Instructions.

Chimney pull can change temporarily 
due to high wind speeds in  

stormy weather. 
Chimney pull can be reduced by fitting a 

suitable cowl or a draught stabiliser.
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Troubleshooting 11: Circulation Fan (Studio only)

WHAT PROBLEM IS BEING EXPERIENCED?    

Has it ever worked? In what way?What sort of noise is it?

It is noisy It does not work It does not work as expected

Wind Noise Humming Noise Rattle Yes No Inadequate air output The operation of the fan does not 
match the position of the switches

NOTE

The low and medium speeds on the 
fan are designed to be quiet 

running. The high setting for the fan 
is designed for maximum hot air 
output and will be louder than 

normal ambient background noise. 

Solution 1

If the noise is unacceptable it be may necessary to investigate the source 
of the noise further. 

Contact a suitably qualified engineer to remove the inner firebox of the 
appliance to access the fan and check for any foreign matter.

Solution 2

Check for any loose screws or wires that may be touching the metal 
surfaces causing the noise.

Solution 1

Check that all the switches are in the right positions to allow the fan to 
operate. Refer to the User Instructions for information.

The first switch needs to be in the ON position.
If the second switch is in the thermostatic position then the fan will not 
operate until the fire is hot. If the fire is cold, turn the switch to the non 

thermostatic position to get the fan to run. 
If the third and forth switches are in the slow running mode, turn the 

switches to the maximum speed as the low running speed is quiet and 
only circulates a small amount of air.

Solution 2

Check that the electrical supply to the fan system is ok. 
Check all fuses and that other electrical items on the same circuit are working. 
If the fuses are ok, it will be necessary to contact a suitably qualified electrician 

to open the fan switch panel and check that there is power to the first switch 
cable (light brown), if not then there is a problem with the power supply.

Solution 3

If the first switch (light brown) has power then there may be a loose wire 
in the system. 

Check the security of each wire in turn, referring to the wiring diagram in 
the Instruction manual. 

Solution 4

If no loose wires are found behind the switch panel, the inner firebox will 
need to be removed to gain access to the fan. 

Check the security of each wire in the fan housing, referring to the wiring 
diagram in the Instruction manual.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Stovax has developed their 
appliances to be as quiet as 

possible, however some level of 
wind noise is to be expected from 

any fan system.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Stovax has developed their 
appliances to be as quiet as 

possible, however some level of 
humming noise is to be expected 

from any fan system.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

Stovax has developed their 
appliances to prevent rattles as far  

as possible. If rattles are 
experienced it will be necessary to 

investigate the source. 

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The fan is unlikely to fail. 
There may be a problem with the 

supply of electricity to the fan.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The fan is unlikely to fail. 
The wiring may not have been  

correctly installed. This will need to 
be checked methodically.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The provision of air underneath the 
appliance may not have been 

provided or is inadequate.
The fan can only work if sufficient 
air from the room is delivered into 
the space immediately below the 
appliance so that it can be drawn 
into the fan housing, circulated  

around the appliance and back into 
the room.

MOST LIKELY PROBLEM

The switches may not be  
wired correctly.

Possible Solution 1

Check that the space below the 
appliance is ventilated sufficiently 

and that the provision of ventilation 
from the room in which the 

appliance is fitted is unrestricted.
Refer to the Installation Instructions 

for information.

Possible Solution 2

The switches may not have been 
connected in the correct order. 
Check the wiring in accordance 
with the wiring diagram in the 

Installation Instructions. 
When maximum speed is  

selected the fan should run at 
maximum speed. 

Possible Solution 1

Check the wiring in accordance 
with the wiring diagram in the 

Installation Instructions. 
When maximum speed is  

selected the fan should run at 
maximum speed. 

Possible Solution 2

If the switches are wired correctly 
then there may be a problem with 
the operation of the thermostat. 
It will be necessary to remove  

the inner firebox to gain access  
to the thermostat. 

Refer to the Installation Instructions 
for information.

Check that the wiring is secure, 
then check the operation of the 

thermostat by warming it to see if it 
allows current to pass. 
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